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Associative learning and high-level cognitive processes 
in the control of food-related behaviors 
David Garcia-Burgos   

We are under constant pressure to make decisions about what, 
when, and how much to eat. Under these circumstances, the 
interactions among associative learning, rule-based learning, 
and cognitive control are critical to predict our food-related 
behaviors. This selective review summarizes some of the key 
findings from the last years to provide an introductory overview 
of the interplay of these constructs in the food context. 
Evidence from inhibitory-control training suggests that 
understanding of fundamental associative processes may be a 
relevant prerequisite for gaining insight into high-level cognitive 
control. Moreover, investigating associative processes in 
executive-control paradigms will lead not only to the discovery 
of novel food-related learning phenomena, but it will also be the 
central challenge for the next generation of behavior-change 
interventions targeting disordered eating. 
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From associative learning to high-level 
cognitive control 
We are under constant pressure to make decisions about 
what, when, and how much to eat; in combination with 
physiological and environmental factors such as hunger, 
dietary goals, the time of day, or social influences. Under 
these circumstances, a key characteristic of food-related 
behaviors is that they are shaped as a result of experi-
ence and learning. In the last few decades and in the 
context of dual-process models [1–5], theorists have fo-
cused on the idea that we have two separate systems that 

produce learning: associative learning versus proposi-
tional/rule-based learning [6]. In the first case, learning 
produces a change in behavior after the establishment of 
associations between different events (such as stimuli 
and behaviors) by detecting their contingencies. Asso-
ciative learning itself encompasses different subclasses: 
most importantly, Pavlovian learning (i.e. changes in 
behavior due to the pairing of stimuli), goal-directed 
instrumental learning (i.e. due to the pairing of re-
sponses with stimuli), and habits (i.e. due to the pairing 
of stimuli with responses). The impact of associative 
learning in the human dietary context [7] may be ob-
served, for example, during the development of a pre-
ference for a new food as a result of liking the novel 
flavor along with the positive nutritive consequences 
that derive from eating that particular food. By contrast, 
rule-based learning comprises hypothesis testing and the 
induction of sets of rules underlying a problem [8]. It is 
structured by abstract representations and often with 
conscious awareness of the step of information proces-
sing as, for example, when we are comparing nutrition 
labels in the grocery store [9] to make healthier food 
choices. Unfortunately, although it is accepted that both 
learning systems contribute to eating behaviors, the 
nature of their interactions to promote food responses is 
elusive. Indeed, whether both are separate learning 
systems running independently side-by-side or rather 
interact in the control of food-related behaviors remains 
largely unexplored. 

Notably, one major traditional distinction between both 
systems of learning has involved the engagement of 
executive (or cognitive) control [6]. While the rule-based 
mechanisms appear to rely heavily on executive control, 
associative learning mechanisms are traditionally as-
sumed to be independent of resources, effort, and ex-
ecutive control. Although many constructs are related to 
executive control (e.g. effortful control, top-down con-
trol, ego control, or self-control; see [10] for more de-
tails), it refers here to the ability to coordinate thought 
and action and direct them toward obtaining goals. To 
do so, planning and orchestrating sequences of behavior, 
overcoming difficulties, and prioritizing goals are re-
quired [11]. Executive control is also a multifaceted 
concept, with inhibitory control as the core component. 
Inhibitory control also encompasses different subclasses, 
with response inhibition, considered one’s ability to 
prevent a motor response, and reward-based inhibition, 
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that reflects one’s ability to delay gratification [12], as the 
most relevant. 

It has become increasingly more recognized that higher- 
order cognition and associative learning are not ne-
cessarily mutually exclusive [13]. Indeed, associative 
learning may be mediated by complex cognitive pro-
cesses such as executive control, although this has been 
only tenuously connected with food-related behaviors so 
far [14]. Moreover, to understand mechanisms gen-
erating eating behavior, bottom-up associative models 
are likely to be more illuminating than verbal top-down 
‘higher-order’ cognitive models. Unfortunately, associa-
tive learning is often dismissed and neglected as a model 
for flexible behavior (both humans and nonhuman ani-
mals) [15]. Therefore, the first aim of this review was to 
summarize recent studies that have examined the re-
lationship between associative and rule-based forms of 
learning (i.e. promoted by external sensory stimuli or 
internal goals/rules, respectively) to predict behaviors 
toward food. The second aim was to shed light into the 
nature of the interactions between associative processes 
and the response inhibition when a behavioral change is 
desired. It should be noted that this review was not re-
stricted to a specific period due to the small number of 
studies addressing this topic. Finally, we focused pri-
marily on the food domain. 

The current state of associative versus rule- 
based learning research in the context of 
food-related behaviors 
Regarding the interplay between associative and rule- 
based learning processes in the context of food re-
sponses, one approach states that both learning processes 
are sequential through a default-interventionist ap-
proach [16]. Simpler associative processes start and then 
high-level reasoning is recruited when the simpler ones 
prove inadequate [17], and particularly when conflict is 
detected. For example, choosing to eat chips and cho-
colate while maintaining incompatible goals related to 
health and weight status. Another one is the competition 
hypothesis between both types of learning, taking into 
account the balance of the benefits and costs of each 
process [18,19]. Surprisingly, few studies assessing this 
question are identified in the literature and little in-
formation has been provided about when and how 
learning to respond to food is mediated by an associative 
or a rule-based process. To our knowledge, the compe-
titive hypothesis seems to best account for the results in 
humans [20] and even in rhesus macaques [21]. For in-
stance, Kowaguchi, Patel, Bunnell, and Kralik [21] 
tested between both possibilities, competitive versus 
fault-interventionist approaches, using a tool-use para-
digm in which rhesus macaques could pull an object (the 
tool) toward themselves to obtain an otherwise out-of- 
reach goal item. While the monkeys started to select the 

option based on associative process that included the 
tool and reward items, they appeared to make a rapid 
transition to solving problems. They showed a relational 
reasoning between the food item and tool, once given an 
additional problem example and using it to make their 
selection. Moreover, this study supported the idea that 
abstraction can promote problem-solving by helping to 
provide access to an initially nonapparent problem 
component. Thus, abstraction enabled animals to con-
sider the specific food items as part of a larger class, 
which in turn helped to separate them from the rest of 
the visual scene, then making it easier to recognize the 
relation between the food items. 

Does the training enhance inhibition control 
over food-related responses? 
One application of motor-response inhibition is to train 
individuals to selectively engage control to a given food 
stimulus, making it possible to develop interventions 
that help them to manage their eating and food-related 
behavior, as well as related weight and health outcomes. 
Models of response inhibition propose that the beha-
vioral expression of associative learning such as classi-
cally conditioned reflexes (e.g. pathological craving for 
appetitive stimuli), goal-directed actions (e.g. compul-
sive food reward-seeking response), and habits (e.g. 
unhealthy eating patterns) are traditionally considered 
the targets of the response-inhibition processes. 

The contribution of inhibitory control to performance in 
food-related inhibition tasks has been reported in com-
parative psychology. For instance, in a recent animal 
study using a spatial foraging task (similar to the inter-
ference stroop task from the human literature), the re-
sults indicated not only that chimpanzees gained 
inhibitory control within session, but also that their 
performance was affected by several cognitive abilities 
such as object knowledge, memory, and previous 
learning [22]. On the other hand, Kralik [23] reported 
that rhesus monkeys were able to generalize beyond 
their specific perceptual experience and use this ability 
to control learned response tendencies. In particular, 
rule abstraction and transfer to new problems allowed 
them to avoid the punishment received if every instance 
had to be associatively learnt via trial-and-error re-
inforcement. Evans, Beran, Paglieri, and Addessi [24] 
assessed the capacity to delay gratification for accumu-
lating food rewards in chimpanzees and capuchin mon-
keys. In their task, animals were tested with either 
accumulating food or with accumulating symbolic tokens 
(which could then be traded for food). Chimpanzees 
exhibited a similar ability to wait, regardless of which 
item was accumulating, but capuchins waited sig-
nificantly longer when tested with food than when 
tested with tokens. These findings provide evidence 
that chimpanzees may use forms of abstract 
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representation to facilitate certain types of behavioral 
inhibition and self-control toward the end of maximizing 
reward and obtaining the best possible outcomes. 

In humans, Kakoschke et al. [25] reported that appeti-
tive food stimuli eliciting automatic approach-action 
tendencies were inhibited in individuals with a strong 
control system, while those with a weaker control system 
were unable to inhibit this response, leading to the 
consumption of unhealthy food. The evidence is clear in 
showing that food-specific inhibitory-control training can 
reduce subsequent consumption or choice of those foods  
[26,27]. In particular, this was the case using the two 
most prominent behavioral paradigms employed to ex-
amine response inhibitory control at the laboratory [28•]: 
the Go/No-Go paradigm and the stop-signal paradigm  
[29•–35]. Unfortunately, none of these studies provided 
measures of inhibitory control as a dependent variable to 
discriminate potential mechanisms. 

Thus, an important question that needs further ex-
ploration is how the training of simple motor responses 
can result in reduced consumption and choice of foods. 
Paradoxically, although it is largely assumed that this 
motoric Go/No-Go training strengthens top-down in-
hibitory control over food-related responses, the avail-
able literature about this training suggests that it works 
through associative changes [36,37]; and in particular, 
the development of automatic learning food-stop asso-
ciations or reduced evaluations of the food items  
[33,38•–43••]. It should be noted that a recent alter-
native avenue of behavioral inhibitory control draws on a 
change in valuation of learned but unhealthy behaviors, 
leading to self-regulatory shifts that result in sustainable 
behavior change in a less effortful and more pleasant 
way. For instance, if chips no longer are attractive (i.e. 
they acquire a low reward value), people will have less 
difficulty resisting them than if they apply pressure to 
refrain from eating them [44]. Altogether, these findings 
reinforce the importance of automatic associative pro-
cesses in cognitive control and response inhibition. Un-
fortunately, fairly little research has focused on the 
nature of the associative learning structure that under-
pins food stimulus-stop training. 

Some neurobiological dissociations related to 
behavior inhibitory control 
In order to make progress toward the mechanisms un-
derlying response-inhibition training, neurobiological 
dissociations (in terms of brain areas and neural path-
ways, see [45]) are useful. Using this strategy, De Pretto 
et al. [38•] assessed three potential mechanisms by 
analyzing event-related potentials with electrical neu-
roimaging during a Go/No-Go task in healthy subjects, 
including two types of food pictures: rewarding (e.g. 
pleasant chocolate) versus aversive items (e.g. 

unpleasant vegetables). They considered that if food 
stimulus-stop training improves top-down inhibitory 
control over food-related responses, then modifications 
during the implementation of the inhibition command, 
as indexed by the P3 ERP component 300 ms post sti-
muli onset and within right ventrolateral prefrontal cor-
tices, should be observed. In the case of the second 
mechanism, direct food item-stop associations should 
predict modifications during the discriminative/atten-
tional N1/P1 components at 150 ms post stimulus onset 
and within the parietal areas implementing stimulus- 
response learning processes. Finally, if reduced evalua-
tions of the food stimulus are the responsible me-
chanism, modifications during the conflict detection/ 
decisional N2 component at 200–300 ms and within 
anterior cingulate performance monitoring and orbito-
frontal reward-related areas should be expected. Their 
neurophysiological results showed that response-inhibi-
tion training did not reinforce top-down mechanisms. 
Again, they were in agreement with other mechanisms 
such as the establishment of food-stop associative forms 
of inhibition and the reduced valuation of No-Go food 
pictures. Another interesting finding of this study was 
the smaller effect of Go/No-Go training for rewarding 
stimuli and stronger for aversive stimuli. These findings 
highlight that inhibitory training interacts with the eva-
luative–affective properties of food cues. Whether au-
tomatic stimulus-stop association and downregulation in 
stimulus-response mechanisms may have a differential 
impact according to the affective nature of the No-Go 
stimulus remains to be examined. 

Additional remarks 
It is surprising that most eating-behavior literature fo-
cuses on rule-based and deliberate cognitive-control 
processes [46–48] when associative learning appears to 
be a default determinant of behavior. Indeed, a weaker 
control system, poor inhibitory control, or low availability 
of cognitive resources (such as during stress) seem to 
reduce the ability to deliberately pursue goals and in-
crease reliance on Pavlovian-conditioned reflexes and 
motor habits that result in unhealthy eating. On the 
other hand, the great difficulty in changing established 
associatively behavioral patterns must be recognized. 
This is particularly true in the case of eating habits, 
where environmental cues come to automatically acti-
vate them, regardless of goals once formed. The patho-
logical food-avoidance reactions observed in anorexia 
nervosa are an extreme example. According to recent 
advances in cognitive neuroscience, the persistent re-
striction of food intake in these patients does not reflect 
continuing desire to perform the old behavior or a failure 
of willpower to obtain deliberate goals. Rather, it may be 
understood as maladaptive habits driven by abnormal 
associative learning processes. Thus, food-related habits 
become automatic responses very quickly, without 
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depending on patients’ current goals or negative con-
sequences, and that little effort is needed to maintain 
these eating behaviors [49,50]. 

In relation to relevant gaps in the literature, the lack of a 
clear conceptualization and operationalization of con-
structs such as ‘rule-based learning’, ‘propositional 
learning’, ‘executive control’, or ‘cognitive control’ is 
problematic for rigorous experimental investigation in 
the food domain. Additionally, these constructs are 
usually described as being reserved uniquely for hu-
mans, excluding preclinical animal research, despite the 
large amount of research conducted with animal models 
on the control of behavior by competing learning sys-
tems (see [51]). On the other hand, many issues remain 
unsolved, such as the dose-inhibition response relation-
ships between food Go/No-Go training and changes in 
dietary intake, the impact of individual differences or 
the long-term outcomes of the behavior inhibitory 
training in real-life conditions, given that most studies 
on Go/No-Go training involve single sessions in a la-
boratory setting. Consequently, more research is needed 
on the continuance of the training effects as well as on 
the extent to which effects can be generalized to dif-
ferent populations (e.g. people with weight-related 
problems or eating disorders). Preliminary evidence 
suggests that inhibitory-control training may be a fea-
sible and acceptable method of augmenting treatment 
for people with eating disorders by producing clinically 
relevant changes in binge-eating frequency and eating- 
disorder psychopathology [52•]. Finally, variability in 
the results may be a function of the intensity and/or 
relevance of the food stimuli used. It should be noted 
that experimental food stimuli are largely determined by 
researchers and, therefore, the sets of food stimuli are 
not tailored to the participants’ evaluations and their 
associative properties are not experimentally estab-
lished. 

Conclusions 
In concluding this review, the lack of research on the 
relationship between associative learning and ruled- 
based learning processes in the context of food-related 
behaviors is surprising. In particular, research on how 
and when both learning systems are utilized to promote 
responses to food items is still in its early days, despite 
the fact that the vast majority of the results in the lit-
erature are interpreted within the context of associative 
learning and dual-process theories of cognition. 
Addressing their interplay will lead not only to the dis-
covery of novel human and animal learning phenomena, 
but it will also be the central challenge for the next 
generation of behavior-change interventions, especially 
to modify resistant habits in populations with food-in-
duced weight problems, disordered eating, and eating 
disorders. 
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